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SUCCESS STORY OF A BALVIKAS STUDENT
“From education arises humility, when one acquires humility, one obtains deservedness, when one gets
the deservedness, out of that he will acquire wealth in this country. Once he acquires wealth, it follows
that he acquires righteousness or Dharma
Dharma;; out of righteousness thus acquired will flow his material
pleasures and his spiritual requirements. Man therefore, obtains his material pleasures and his spiritual
requirements through this sequence which starts with education, humility, deservedness, wealth
and Dharma”-BABA
Belonging to the family of Balvikas is the biggest blessing. It moulds a person from ordinary to
perfect yet be humble. Every lesson llearnt is an asset for a lifetime and those lessons are the
Divine protection when we quiver in the flow of life. Sri Sathya Sai Bal Vikas has been a loving
catalyst in the development of the personalities, making each and every child blossom into
beautiful flowers in His lovely garden.
Sriman Sudeep Sudarshan Rana,, a Pre-Sevadal
Pre
student from the district of Dhenkanal, Odisha
is the State topper for the 2020 Intermediate (Science)
CHSC Exams. He had secured 574/600 marks and 95.6%
percentage from Jupitar Science College, Bhubaneswar. He
was also the State topper for the state of Odisha in the 2018
Matriculation AHSC Exams from Bhuban High School,
Bhuban, Dhenkanal. Looking at his consistent hard work,
Swami blessed him with Excellency Award at
PrashantiNilayam
layam in the year January, 2019.

Every success has a story behind which is ready to inspire us to propel in our respective paths.
The story of Sudeep starts from the year 2010 when he joined Balvikas. Gradually he groomed
and learned various lessons like Slokas, Bhajans, Story-telling and presentation which made him
more confident than ever. Since then he participated in various Balvikas programmes at Samiti
level, District level and State level.

During the State Conference in the yea
year 2015, he secured 1st prize for presenting a project on
Swami Vivekananda. Again in the year 2017,
2017, one of the books written by him named ଲି ନ ର
ବକୃତାମାଳା was inaugurated and he was awarded with excellence.

Brother Sudeep says that he is eve
ever grateful to his Balvikas
Gurus whose constant guidance
nce made him a successful
one. He expresses his thankfulness and gratitude to Swami
and to his parents for being the ever energetic light while
he was treading the path of success.

We can never weigh the love that our beloved Bhagwan showers on us. Through brother Sudeep,
Swami send us the message to be dedicated and disciplined, and success will come on its way.
Balvikas is a strength which we all should hold at every point of our lives.
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